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Perspectives of Client
General History
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA, began in 1958 directly as a national
defense and response to a power struggle between the USSR and the USA, resulting in the Space
Race during the Cold War. Dwight D. Eisenhower officially began a distinctly civilian aerospace
and aeronautics program separate from the Department of Defense after the Soviet Union launched
Sputnik I. As a result there was increased spending on related technical and scientific programs.
This next twenty years resulted in several major programs: Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo mannedflight missions; Venus, Mars, and outer planets robotic flight missions; improvements in
aeronautics and flight safety; various earth-sensing satellites; orbital workshops for astronauts
(Skylab and ISS); and a reusable spacecraft for aerospace flight (Space Shuttle). NASA technology
has adapted in non-aerospace uses in the private sector (known as spin-offs). In addition to
exploration feats, NASA has stimulated the public interest in science, technology, and the cosmos
at large (NASA History Program Office).
History of NASA Office of Public Affairs
As a result of their exposure to the public and nature of their work, NASA has always had an
interesting dynamic operating public relations. Every launch is televised live internationally, as
well as communications within the organization were often made public. Traditionally, NASA has
prided itself in the openness of its programs as compared to other government agencies, for
example, allowing for unadulterated transcripts of air-to-ground transmissions and briefings
(NASA History Program Office). Of course, the space agency has not escaped tragedy. With the
X-1, Mercury, and Gemini, crisis communication was avoided, with minor infractions such as
communication failure or unexpected mission changes. Apollo 1 (AS-204) in 1967 was the first
major crisis NASA encountered, where three astronauts suffocated in a cabin fire. Among other
manned flights involved with some form of major crisis communication included Apollo 13,
Challenger (STS-51-L), and Columbia (STS-107). Because of real-time communication of
information with journalists, The Office of Public Relations established credibility and reliability
that other government agencies have not. The Office of Public Relations continues to shape the
narrative that the public receives about NASA’s missions, research, and flights. They excel at their
jobs using content, brand journalism, and real-time marketing (Dorminey).
Recently, NASA won Best of Silver Anvil Award for their ‘Year in Space’ Communications
campaign (NASA Johnson). They have also received six Shortys, an award for Real-Time Social
Media, between 2008 and 2015 (Ngak).

Environments/Impediments
Internal
Within NASA, the workplace environment is typically regarded as supportive of scientific
discovery and innovation. Employees feel as if they make a difference with the work they do.
Using the latest technology, engineers and staff are open and willing to help. However, as a
government agency, the infamous “red tape” does apply--the bureaucracy often demands strict
regulation. In addition, long hours are not uncommon. And lastly, often the best way to work with
NASA is to work within NASA, resulting in difficulties in being hired outside the civil servant coop process (Glassdoor).
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External
The main impediment NASA faces outside their internal affairs is again the bureaucracy,
particularly funding. When NASA was organized it was not under any particular department, but
rather reports to the White House directly. During the Cold War and subsequent Space Race,
NASA’s budget was increased, especially during the Apollo missions (where it consistently stayed
about two percent of the federal budget, peaking at four percent) (Dorminey). Currently, the budget
resides at 0.5%, the equivalent of half a penny on every tax dollar (Lyons).1 In 2017 budget cuts
primarily came from earth-observation and education programs (Soffen and Lu). With a tighter
budget, this directs NASA to collaborate with the commercial space industry with companies such
as the United Launch Alliance, SpaceX, Orbital Sciences ATK, and Blue Origin (Riha).
Another aspect of NASA Public Affairs we touched on earlier is the nature of their communication
with the Press. A study from Public Relations Review emphasizes the media coverage following
the Challenger and Columbia tragedies. Four important lessons emerged from the latest crises
(Martin and Boynton),
1. Crisis communication affects media portrayal of an organization.
2. Learn from past crises to prevent repeating mistakes in the future.
3. Speak often to provide adequate information to the media.
4. Media and Press is a way to successfully communicate with stakeholders.
NASA has continued an open communication policy with the media, keeping a detailed document
on “Policy on the Release of Information to the News and Information Media.” (NASA) Images,
research, and other items are accessible to the public through an “open government” portal on their
website (Williams).

Public Perception
Despite public knowledge of NASA’s history, the general American public does not always know
about the current missions and motivations for the agency. Common misconceptions include the
purpose and expense of NASA, the return on investment from NASA spin-offs, the relationship
between commercial space companies with NASA, and the general nature of NASA (Lyons).
NASA is consistently among favorite government agencies (Saad). 2
Influencers
 NASA has relied on grassroots level advocacy organizations to generate interest in space
exploration and lobby for better funding for the agency (NASA History).
o Only with their help has NASA stayed relevant among the conversations of
senators, representatives, and the President.
o The will and pulse of the people is the only way the agency can survive.
 New contenders that share public opinions on space exploration includes Hollywood.
o Although typically fictional accounts, movies, and TV shows have been
fundamental to influencing interest from the beginning.
o Classics include Star Trek, Futurama, Battlestar Galactica, and Star Wars ranging
to contemporaries The Martian, Interstellar, Firefly, and Gravity.
 Other influences for the space program include current affairs within space exploration.
1
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See Appendix 1 (0x0077BE; Phillips).
See Appendix 2 (Jones).
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o NASA began as a response to the USSR’s Sputnik orbiting our planet.
o Additionally, major company feats and failures pertaining to NASA can affect the
American people.
 Mercury astronaut Alan Shepard’s initial launch
 Apollo 11’s moon landing
 Apollo 13’s return home
 Space Shuttle Challenger and Columbia disasters. Currently
There is not a strong influence amongst the public concerning space exploration pressing
the opinion of the American people.

Budget









The average American believes NASA allocates approximately 24% of the national budget
(Dittmar) 2007.
o Actually, 0.5% of the annual government budget goes to NASA (Motel).
58% of Americans agree that the US should lead the world in space exploration (Kennedy).
23% of the same surveyed population were willing to increase the space agency’s budget,
deferring rather to increase spending on health or education (Kennedy).
38% of Americans believe it is very important to lead the world in space exploration. 26%
of Americans believe it is fairly important to lead the world in space exploration
(Kennedy).
59% of the American public felt that manned programs are essential to the future of the
space program (Kennedy).
Historically speaking, NASA has always been controversial, particularly because of the
cost.3
o In 1967, the year John F. Kennedy gave his speech at Rice University, 54% said $4
billion price tag wasn’t worth putting a man on the moon; 33% said it was (Roper
Center).
o In 1996, 67% of Americans supported manned missions to Mars until the cost was
mentioned. After which, 68% of respondents preferred inexpensive unmanned
missions (Roper Center).

Main Challenges
Opportunity Statement
Public apathy, funding, and delays can be intricately correlated to generate a solution. By
generating public sympathy, the public can turn to Congress to express an increase in funding for
NASA projects. The focus of this public relations campaign is to instill the necessity of NASA
amongst target audiences, with secondary objectives of encouraging the public to lobby for
increased funding in Congress.

3

See Appendix 3 (Roper Center).
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Background of Situation

Despite a list of objectives for the year,4 there are still consistent problems NASA must overcome.
The main challenges that NASA faces today include:
 nuclear fuel shortages (namely, Plutonium)
 the constant perils of space travel
 arguments of science v. militarization and commercialization of space
 general public apathy
 a lack of consistent funding
 continued delays in programs
President Trump has made efforts for the space program during his first year in office, but usually
the struggle in decisions over the budget between the White House and Congress (Koren). As an
inspiration for future generations around the globe, NASA crafted their image to present a
persistent narrative to support science, exploration, and discovery. Although persistently among
popular public agencies, NASA does have problems with the public supporting increased funding
(Phillips); the majority of the American public supports NASA but remembers it for their past
(primarily, Apollo missions to the moon). NASA needs to connect with a modern narrative by
rearticulating their many objectives in a singular narrative. A strong way to create such a narrative
is to engage with a rigid timetable to reach Mars, such has been proposed by NASA and Congress
to reach by 2030 (Greshko). The problems encountered with that is cost overruns and further
potential delays.

Existing Communications Techniques and Efforts








467 social media accounts, including all NASA programs and related persons (NASA).
Social Media guidelines are included on their website (Yembrick and Townsend).
16 different social media accounts for main NASA news (NASA) 5
Most active include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Youtube
Received six Shorty Award (Ngak)
o Best in Science - @MarsPhoenix (2008)
o Best in Government - @NASA (2012)
o Best Social Media Manager - Stephanie Schierholz (2012)
o Foursquare Mayor of the Year - @NASA (2013)
o Best in Government - @NASAGoddard (2014)
o Best in Government and Politics. - NASA Social Media (2015)
#YearinSpace received a Best of Silver Anvil Award (2017) (NASA Anvil)

Key Strategic Message
The goal of NASA Public Outreach is to communicate clearly the messages around the space
agency, including the importance of space exploration and scientific discovery.
4

Goals for NASA in 2018: send a robot to mars, launch astronauts, visit an asteroid, planets around distant stars,
journey to the sun, prepare for humans on moon and back home, next great observatory, live and work in space again,
partner with companies on deep space habitats, monitor earth, track water, space lasers to measure ice, space lasers to
map forests, ecofriendly and electric airplane, quieter sonic booms, ecofriendly fire thrusters, improve space
navigation, harness sun’s energy, and celebrate 60th birthday (https://www.nasa.gov/about/whats_next.html)
5

See Appendix 4 for Social Media Channels.
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Current Campaigns




Over sixty listed education programs and projects (NASA).
#TeacheronBoard: Two astronauts: Joe M. Acaba and Richard R. Arnold share educational
videos and seminars targeting primary education directly and indirectly (NASA).
Guardians of the Galaxy Space Station STEM Challenge: Contest for children aged 13 –
18 asking for general innovation, technology development, regeneration, and plant biology
topics. It features Rocket and Groot, from Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy and will run
from January 10 to 31, 2018 (ISS-CASIS).

Targeted Publics6
Campaign Primary Objective Target
Families
Parents
with
Children
in
Primary
Education

Children

Goal: Encouraging STEM involvement
 Age 25 – 50
 Involved with children’s lives
and interests
 School-age
children
 Invested in children’s future
and education
 Married or
Divorced
 Desire for child to attend
college
 American
citizens
Goal: Encouraging discovery in STEM subjects
 K-12
 Excited by explosions
 Age 5 – 18
 Enjoy adventure
 Children
 Desire to do something big
with their life
 Easily influenced by peers and
television
 Watches PBS

Campaign Secondary Objective Target
Voters Established
Voters

Younger
Voters

6

Goal: Encouraging STEM involvement
 Age 25 – 50
 Interested in progress of
the Nation
 American Citizens
 National Pride
Goal: Encouraging funding support for NASA
 Includes Colleges &
 Desire for successful
Universities Students
careers and internships
 Age 17 – 25
 Often loyal to brands
 Minorities
 Follow viral trends
 STEM majors

See Appendix 4 for Current Audiences.
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Appendix 1
Graphs taken from Wikipedia Commons and Amber Phillips’ article from the Washington Post.
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Appendix 2
Graphs taken from Jeffery M. Jones’ article on Gallup News.
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Appendix 3
Graphs from Roper Center For Public Opinion Research.
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Appendix 4
Figure 1. Social Media Channel Analysis.
Social media channels categorized as ‘unknown’ have not been evaluated yet because of
difficulties accessing the content.
Activity

Social Media Channels

Active

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, Tumblr, Google+, Linkedin, Flickr,
Ustream, Soundcloud

Inactive

Foursquare, Vine,

Unknown

Snapchat, Pinterest, Giphy, Slideshare,

Figure 5. Current Audiences
Type
Media

Name

Educators Teachers

Students

Secondary
Education

Primary
Education

Demographics
Psychographics
Goal: Provide accurate information on current projects and keep
strong, open relationships
 News Networks
 Influences information
shared across the world
 Local and Global
 Promotes involvement
with important topics
Goal: Encourage pursuit of STEM topics
 Primary School
 Interested in Space
Educators
 Develops curriculum
 Ages 28 – 50
 Influences children
 STEM teachers
Goal: Encouraging STEM involvement
 Colleges &
 Desire for successful
Universities
careers and internships
Students
 Often loyal to brands
 Age 17 – 25
 Follow viral trends
 Minorities
 STEM majors
Goal: Encouraging discovery in STEM subjects
 K-12
 Excited by explosions
 Age 5 – 18
 Enjoy adventure
 Children
 Desire to do something big
with their life
 Easily influenced by peers
and television
11
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“Family Science”
Campaign
Andrea Lloyd

Summary
The National Agency and Space Administration (NASA) is working to engage with
student-viewers to help educate about future missions using PBS Kids characters during Summer
2018. The hope is to engage kids in STEM activities and questions, inform kids and parents
about future launches, and increase public support and knowledge of NASA.
Historically, NASA has been involved with contemporary culture. A number of television
programs, movies, and other references have been fundamental in influencing interest in space
and associated topics. Classics include Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica, and Star Wars ranging to
contemporaries The Martian, Firefly, and Gravity. Most recently, the Guardians of the Galaxy
Space Station STEM Challenge ran from January 10 to 31, 2018. Featuring Marvel characters
Rocket and Groot, the contest for children aged 13–18 asks for general innovation, technology
development, regeneration, and plant biology topics to be used in two CubeSat units.
Goal
By generating public sympathy, the public can turn to Congress to express an increase in funding
for NASA projects. The focus of this public relations campaign is to instill the necessity of
NASA amongst target audiences, with secondary objectives of encouraging the public to lobby
for increased funding in Congress.
Objective
● To inform 50 million across the nation about NASA’s current and future missions by
September 1, 2018.
● To increase positive feelings about NASA's current and future missions for 75 million
adults by September 14, 2018.
● To generate 500 million collective media impressions
Target Audience
Our key stakeholders are families with children in primary education (K--12). Through children
sharing what they’ve heard on TV to their caregivers, adults will hear about the campaign as
well. Families generally can be described as the follow demographics and psychographics:
Demographics
Psychographics
Parents
● Age 25 – 50
● Involved with children’s lives
● Have school-age children
and interests
● Married or Divorced
● Invested in children’s future
● Typically employed
and education
● American citizens
● Desire to child to continue
education after high school

Grandparents

Children

Demographics
● Age 50 – 90
● Have school-age grandchildren
● Married or divorced
● May be employed
● American citizens
● Are primary or secondary
caregivers in the family
● K – 12
● Age 5 – 18
● Children
● American citizens

Psychographics
● Seeking to provide entertaining
or meaningful experiences for
grandchildren
● Interested in grandchildren’s
future and education
● Desire to child to continue
education after high school
● Enjoy adventure
● Desire to do something big
with their life
● Easily influenced by peers and
television

Both stakeholders bring unique opportunities, challenges, and considerations.

Opportunity
Considerations

Grandparents and Parents

Children

Encouraging STEM Involvement

Encouraging discovery in STEM

● May work often and not have
time with children
● May not encourage children to
go to college
● May be limited financially

● Might be limited to TV at
different times
● Television programs may be
recorded and PSAs could be
skipped.
● May not be able to influence
parents interest
● Children participate in a
number of other activities
besides television.

Strategy
The purpose of implementing this campaign is to help primary school students become involved
in STEM activities and understand future NASA missions. By increasing entertaining and
educational information, students will become engaged with the future missions of NASA, which
in turn is supported by parents. In the short run, positive NASA public perception will increase
among both students and parents. In the long run, student interest and output in STEM subjects
should increase over time.

The steps for this strategy is as follows:
1. Find those in the NASA workforce to serve as educational ambassadors of current
projects.
2. Contact PBS Kids and relevant associated partners about using copyrighted characters.
3. Infuse NASA’s current and future missions and projects with the characters into a
promotional series of PSAs, commercials, graphics, and related content.
a. Articulate benefits and challenges of ongoing NASA projects.
b. Communicate meaningfully to different age groups.
c. Always close with a call to action.
4. Identify key NASA centers to perform Family Science nights.
5. Create family-center activities about current and ongoing missions featuring the PBS
Kids characters for Family Science nights.
a. Involve parents and children in a variety of activities and engagements.
b. Include a take-home activity that can be accessed and completed both at the
NASA center and on the PBS Kids website.
6. Pitch to The Today Show and Good Morning America concerning the “Family Science”
campaign
a. Invite our ambassadors to converse with hosts sometime in May or June.
Environmental Scan
Political System

●
●
●
●

Collaboration

● NASA works in collaboration of many organizations and agencies.
● American Space Companies include United Launch Alliance,
SpaceX, Orbital Sciences ATK, and Blue Origin (Riha)

Culture

● Recent push in space interest because of successful Falcon Heavy
and other SpaceX launches
● Many television shows and movies involve space and technology
● 59% of the American public felt that manned programs are
essential to the future of the space program (Kennedy).

President Trump encourages space exploration (Koren)
Bureaucracy sets course NASA projects (in some respects)
NASA relies on grassroots level advocacy organizations
NASA stays relevant among the conversations of congressmen and
the President.
● The White House and Congress struggles deciding NASA budget

Campaign Challenges and Opportunities
Challenges

● Relying on indirect means for influencing voters and participatory
public through students and children

Opportunities

● Increase active sympathy for NASA and its projects
● Create a feeling of necessity for NASA and its missions

Messaging
NASA is consistently among favorite government agencies (Saad). However, despite public
knowledge of NASA’s history, the general American public does not always know about the
current missions and motivations for the agency. In general, this media campaign focuses on
increasing awareness of NASA’s the goals, objectives, and future missions. NASA serves the
American people in many ways including economic, scientific, technological, and bureaucratic
sectors.
NASA’s unique vision is to discover and expand knowledge for the benefit of humanity.
Different from other government organizations, NASA balances leading a sustainable and
innovative scientific program to enable new opportunities and knowledge while also balancing
supporting a growing American economy with commercial and international partners. Similar to
past media campaigns, this campaign’s message helps NASA further its message by informing
the public to a greater degree about their ongoing projects.
Tactics
To meet the objectives, there are several tactics to employ:
● Morning Shows: pitch to two morning shows, Good Morning America and The Today
Show, concerning the “Family Science” campaign.
● Social Media: strategically share all radio PSAs, commercials, graphics, and related
content featuring selected PBS Kids characters.
● Radio PSAs: create one or two Radio PSAs concerning NASA missions and programs
that will occur within the next two years, featuring selected PBS Kids characters.
● Video PSAs: create one or two Radio PSAs concerning NASA missions and programs
that will occur within the next two years, featuring selected PBS Kids characters. In the
beginning of the campaign (early July at the latest) if videos are successful, we could
create additional longer promotional videos.
● Press Releases: Announce the creation of radio PSAs, commercials, graphics, and related
content featuring selected PBS Kids characters.

Evaluation
Success is measured by the amount of individuals reached and number of media impressions.
To count individuals who have viewed this campaign, we can look at the amount of entries to
NASA centers featuring the campaign as well as how many times the PSAs aired on radio and
television. Additionally, on social media, engaged users can be described as someone who
commented two or more times on a post or shared the post including their own commentary. If
comments are positive, then these interactions will count towards the first or second objective as
well, depending on the demographic of the user.
By noting social media reach, we can also learn about future demographics interested in the
“Family Science” campaign. A media impression can be a like, comment, or share on any
respective social media site.
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NASA and PBS Coordinates on New Commercial Series
Houston, TX --- NASA and PBS collaborated to create a series of commercials to encourage
student-viewers and their families to discuss STEM topics within their home that will premiere
over Summer 2018.
As a part of a new campaign to engage school-age students with science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) topics, NASA’s Public Affairs branch has teamed up with
PBS to create a new series of commercials. Characters encourage viewers to ask their parents,
teachers, and librarians STEM questions concerning how and why our world works. As a
secondary objective, TV commercials help educate viewers about NASA’s next major launch,
the Space Launch System rocket (SLS), anticipated for late 2019.
Commercials feature an array of favorite science and math focused PBS characters,
including Peg and Cat (Peg + Cat), Buzz and Delete (Cyberchase), Agent Olive (Odd Squad),
Sid (Sid the Science Kid), Jet Propulsion (Ready Jet Go), and Izzie (SciGirls). TV commercials
are expected to air on PBS, PBS Kids, and PBS Kids Go! channels. Scientists, mathematicians,
and engineers from NASA working on relevant projects, such as the SLS rocket and projects,
will be featured in the commercials as well. Eli Walker, an aerospace engineer working on the
SLS, says “I remember watching shows on PBS like the Magic School Bus and Bill Nye the
Science Guy growing up. It’s exciting to see the next generation of scientists and engineers.”
Successful commercials are expected to host photos and videos for social media posts and
engagements as well. Through this joint venture with PBS, families can visit participating
characters at select NASA locations, primarily Space Center Houston (Texas) and the Kennedy
Space Center (Florida).
NASA exists to pioneer the future of space exploration, scientific discovery, and
aeronautics research; all byproducts of work seek to benefit Americans and people around the
world, including the economy and quality of life. An important objective of NASA’s is dedicated

to the stimulation of public interest in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
NASA’s exploration branch has historically brought astronauts into orbit, sent spacecraft to the
sun, launched robotic explorers on Mars, and landed Americans on the moon. As always, our
focus to develop, invent, and demonstrate new technologies, tools, and techniques to improve
life on Earth.
####

To: Libby Leist <libby@todayshow.com>
From: Andrea Lloyd <andrea@nasa.org>
Subject: NASA Plans to Soar to the Moon Again
Hello Libby Leist,
A new NASA initiative targets involving families in engaging STEM (Science
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) programs in the classroom, in the home, and in
science centers across America; it includes potential STEM projects that prepare for our
launch to the Moon as we anticipate the launch of the SLS (Space Launch System)
rocket next December. I wondered if you were interested in speaking with Hannah
Spectre, a scientist who is working in conjunction with our Public Outreach team. He
would further talk about current happenings at NASA, beginning of the new initiative,
and the future programs of NASA.
Please let me know if you’re interested. Thanks for your time and consideration.
Thanks,
Andrea Lloyd
NASA Public Outreach
andrea@nasa.org
(999)-999-9999

ABOUT US
Education is the precursor to the
frontiers of science. NASA
Education helps present scientific
and technological breakthroughs in
classroom settings by supporting
our country's educators.
NASA will continue to strengthen
our Nation's future workforce,
attract students to STEM
disciplines, and engage Americans
in NASA's mission.
NASA's education program strives
to inspire students to purse
science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics by supporting
educators. Our commitment to
education expands from primary
schools by increasing participation
in secondary schools and
universities.
Learn more at our website:
www.nasa.gov

CONTACT US
NASA Headquarters
300 E. Street SW, Suite 5R30
Washington, DC 20546
(202) 358-0001 (Office)
(202) 358-4338 (Fax)
education@nasa.gov
www.nasa.gov

EXPLORE
SPACE
WITH
YOUR
CLASS
NASA Education

IN YOUR CLASSROOM

OUTSIDE YOUR CLASS

HISTORY AND LIBERAL ARTS

WEBINARS AND LECTURES

NASA plays an integral part of our
recent history, from landing on the
moon with Neil Armstrong to
historic figures like Katherine
Johnson. A number of novels and
films have been authored that
accurately tell the history of NASA.

We provide accessible webinars on
a variety of topics ranging from the
Earth's ecosystems to discussions
with real astronauts. All of these
can be available from the comfort
of your own classroom.

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
A range of sciences including
general, life, earth, physical, and
space, can be incorporated in your
lesson plans. Ideas and images can
be found on our educator website,
go.nasa.gov/2jJYCkF.

EDUCATION IS WHAT
REMAINS AFTER ONE
HAS FORGOTTEN WHAT
ONE HAS LEARNED IN
SCHOOL.
Albert Einstein
Theoritical Physicist

TOURS AND WORKSHOPS
NASA centers can be found in 20
different cities in 11 states. Often
tours and workshops can be
requested. To find out what is
available near you, visit our Current
Opportunities Page on our website
link at go.nasa.gov/2HvfNSz.

TOOLS AND RESOURCES
There are many other tools and
resources available to educators
that can be found on our website.
This include downloads, citizen
science projects, films, games, and
art projects.

PSA Radio Script
AGENT OLIVE (Odd Squad)
OLIVE:
My name is Agent Olive. My job at Odd Squad is to investigate anything strange, weird, and
especially odd and then to put things right. We’re just like NASA. NASA works to investigate
more about strange and odd parts of our universe. The James Webb Space Telescope is an
orbiting observatory that will provide greater knowledge far away places like origins of stars and
solar systems. To learn more about the James Webb Telescope, visit w-w-w-dot-PBS Kids-dotorg-backslash-j-w-s-t or go to w-w-w-dot-NASA-dot-gov-backslash-j-w-s-t.
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NASA Op-Ed: Scott Kelly is fine, guys. Let a scientist tell you that.
In the wake of scientific misinformation in across our internet, now is the best time for news
agencies to hire science communicators to help clarify and report on non-intuitive studies.
Misinformation spread across the internet about Scott Kelly’s current condition with regards to
his DNA. A misleading Today show headline, entitled “ After year in space, astronaut Scott Kelly
no longer has same DNA as identical twin,” created a sensationalism that spread fake news for
several days. The story stated that seven percent of Kelly’s DNA “has not returned to normal”
since coming back to Earth. As a result of this article from March 15, for several days dozens of
news organizations published similar misinformation including CNN, USA Today, and Time.
Scott Kelley himself tweeted: “What? My DNA changed by seven percent! Who knew?”
Citing a NASA study from this year, the Today show misinterpreted the information presented to
them. The study originally was placed to research how the human body reacts to its
environment. The Kelly Twins’ idea, NASA launched a call for proposals. Then, in 2016, when
Scott returned to Earth, geneticists and scientists spent months analyzing the 340 days worth of
data they had collected. They looked for any evidence of genetic changes that could be related
to spaceflight.
The preliminary results of the study enlightened that seven percent of Scott Kelly’s gene
expression levels --or epigenetics -- had changed. What this means is his genes adapted to a
new environment. Miniscule variations in our overall DNA can correlate with the way individuals
respond to stimulus, like a disease or medication. Without getting too technical, this means that
Scott’s DNA marginally changed, not fundamentally, because he was in a different environment.
Similar changes happen when your body is in stress-inducing environments like mountain
climbing and scuba diving.
Despite the press release in January, the topic had only recently resurfaced early this March.
There was no malicious or deliberate intent to spread misinformation, but nonetheless fake
news harms all news. If news agencies--no matter how small-- hired science writers to
interpret, share, and/or fact check information, then there would be less scientific misinformation
in the internet. Science communicators are gateways to understanding--often key liaisons
between scientists and the general public.
A noted astrophysicist with a flair for Twitter, Neil deGrasse Tyson has done wonders for the
astronomy, aerospace, and physics departments. In addition, Tyson has been on several late
night shows and TV shows. Often, he reviews the plausibility of cinematic science movies
including Gravity, Interstellar, and The Martian. He authored a number of books for the general
public including The Pluto Files and Space Chronicles which are designed to help generate

interest in space science. All of this to prove the point that scientists are willing to communicate
about their work, clarify questions, and create interest and understanding in the public.
Science writers as a field is dwindling, with the creation of the internet. This Scott Kelly genetic
misunderstanding is a perfect example why science communication is important--just because
something is on the internet, doesn’t mean it’ll be interpreted correctly. Scientists have become
increasingly accessible, some just a tweet away. Many are more than willing to help people
understand what is being researched. If you need an idea of where to start, search for
#SciComm on your nearest search engine.

